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ON EXISTENCE OF WEAKLY MAXIMAL PROGRAMS IN VON NEUMANN GROWTH MODELS by
William A. Brock
In this paper we shall consider general models of economic growth,
formulate an "optimallty" criterion, and show that there exist "opi-imal programs" under weak, economically meaningful assumptions. We now turn to development of the model following Gale [.1].
Let T be a compact, convex set in real 2m space R (R = {(x,y) | is a real m-vector and y is a real m-vector}) . Let u be a concave, continuous numerical function defined on T . T represents the possible input-output combinations and u attaches utility to each. T,u are called the technology and the utility function respectively. Assume further that u has bounded steepness over T , i.e., sup o(x,y) < ^ where (x,y)eT o(x,y) = sup lufr'.y') -u(x,y)|/|| (x',y') -(x,y)|| (x'.y^eT for each (x,y)eT , where ||'|| is a norm on R . Bounded steepness at (x,y) , i.e., o(x,y) < <*> means that no infinitesimal movement from (x,y)
can produce a large change in utility.
Let 0 < y e R . A program with initial stocks y is a sequence QD Ux ,y )} , of points (x .y )fT such that x<y ..n-l, 2, ... n n n»i on n ■ n-i
With each program there is associated a utility sequence {u(x ,y )} .
The problem of optimal economic growth is : given initial stocks y , find a "reasonable" partial ordering of utility sequences generated by the economy and «how there exist maximal elements with respect to this ordering.
It is an easy exercise to show V(x,y)tT , o(x,y) < « implies u(x,y) has bounded steepness over T .
^J mm
We say that {(x n .y H overtakes (strictly overtakes) t(x^,y')} If T is productive and inaction is possible, I.e., there (x,y)eT such that x < y, and (0,0)cT , respectively.
Using productivity of T we may prove [3] Karlin, S., MATHEMATICAL METHODS AND THEORY IN GAMES, PROGRAMMING AND ECONOMICS, Vol. I, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachusetts, pp. 200-201, (1959) .
